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Xerox is big, everyone needs to have something to bill their time to (I work here in free time 'between calls' as it were) When I
find something I will report it here, if you have a maintenance agreement with Xerox USA, I may need you to PM me your SN#
and contact info, and config sheet to go the Official route.. I have a guy who knows a guy on the driver development team, we
are trying backroom contact (un-official) to get an answer.

And since they have not released it to us in 2nd level, I can't confirm if the stocks are being changed (new ones are being added
though) As for the driver, mine is newer than public, and does not list them, that isn't to say a new one (on the public side)
won't.. But we won't proceed with that unless needed They haven't responded as yet, send me a PM with your email address
(Assuming you are in the USA) I will email you from my work email with a request for a scan of your Configuration report,
Serial Number, Phone number and maybe a bit more, and we will go the Official route too if we can (assuming a maintenance
agreement).. I'm not sure how they will go about it, there is a major revision coming via firmware for the printer.
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